Abstract. The Higgs mechanism of mass generation is the main ingredient in the contemporary Standard Model and its various generalizations. However, there is no comprehensive theory of spontaneous symmetry breaking. We summarize the relevant mathematical results characterizing spontaneous symmetry breaking in algebraic quantum theory, axiomatic quantum field theory, group theory, and classical gauge theory.
Algebraic quantum theory
In algebraic quantum theory, a quantum system is characterized by a topological involutive algebra A and positive continuous forms f on A. If A is a Banach algebra admitting an approximate identity (in particular, a C * -algebra), the well-known Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) representation theorem associates to any positive continuous form on an algebra A its cyclic representation by bounded (continuous) operators in a Hilbert space [18] . There exist different extensions of this GNS representation theorem [20] . For instance, axiomatic quantum field theory (QFT) deals with unnormed unital topological involutive algebras. Given such an algebra A, the GNS representation theorem associates to a state f of A a strongly cyclic Hermitian representation (π f , θ f ) of A by an Op * -algebra π(A) of unbounded operators in a Hilbert space such that f (a) = π(a)θ f |θ f , a ∈ A [25, 51] .
Given a topological involutive algebra A and its representation π in a Hilbert space E, one speaks about spontaneous symmetry breaking if there are automorphisms of A which do not admit a unitary representation in E.
Recall that an automorphism ρ of A possesses a unitary representation in E if there exists a unitary operator U ρ in E such that π(ρ(a)) = U ρ π(a)U
A problem is that such a representation is never unique. Namely, let U and U ′ be arbitrary unitary elements of the commutant π(A)
′ of π(A). Then UU ρ U ′ also provides a unitary representation of ρ. For instance, one can always choose phase multipliers U = exp(iα)1 ∈ U(1). A consequence of this ambiguity is the following.
Let G be a group of automorphisms of an algebra A whose elements g ∈ G admit unitary representations U g (1) . The set of operators U g , g ∈ G, however need not be a group. In general, we have
If all U(g, g ′ ) are phase multipliers, one says that the unitary operators U g , g ∈ G, form a projective representation U(G):
of a group G [11, 55] . In this case, the set U(1) × U(G) becomes a group which is a central
of a group G. Accordingly, the projective representation π(G) of G is a splitting of the exact sequence (2). It is characterized by U(1)-multipliers k(g, g ′ ) which form a two-cocycle
of the cochain complex of G with coefficients in U(1) [20, 37] . A different splitting of the exact sequence (2) yields a different projective representation U ′ (G) of G whose multipliers k ′ (g, g ′ ) form a cocycle equivalent to the cocycle (3) . If this cocycle is a coboundary, there exists a splitting of the extension (2) which provides a unitary representation of a group G of automorphisms of an algebra A in E.
For instance, let B(E) be the C * -algebra of all bounded operators in a Hilbert space E. Any automorphisms of B(E) is inner and, consequently, possesses a unitary representation in E. Since the commutant of B(E) reduces to scalars, the group of automorphisms of B(E) admits a projective representation in E, but it need not be unitary.
One can say something if A is a C * -algebra and its GNS representations are considered [10, 18, 20] . Theorem 1. Let f be a state of a C * -algebra A and (π f , θ f , E f ) the corresponding GNS representation of A. An automorphism ρ of A defines a state
of A such that the carrier space E ρf of the corresponding GNS representation π ρf is isomorphic to E f .
It follows that the representations π ρf can be given by operators π ρf (a) = π f (ρ(a)) in the carrier space E f of the representation π f , but these representations fail to be equivalent, unless an automorphism ρ possesses a unitary representation (1) 
with respect to an automorphism ρ of A, there exists a unique unitary representation U ρ (4) of ρ in E f such that
A topological group G is called a strongly (resp. uniformly) continuous group of automorphisms of a C * -algebra A if there is its continuous monomorphism to the group Aut(A) of automorphisms of A provided with the strong (resp. normed) operator topology, and if its action on A is separately continuous. An infinitesimal generator δ of a strongly continuous one-parameter group G(R) of automorphisms of a C * -algebra A is an unbounded derivation of A [10, 45] . This derivation is bounded iff a group G(R) is uniformly continuous.
Theorem 3.
If a one-parameter group G(R) of automorphisms of a C * -algebra A is uniformly continuous, any representation π of A in a Hilbert space E yields the unitary representation of the group G(R) in E:
where H ∈ π(A) ′′ is a bounded self-adjoint operator in E [10, 20] .
A problem is that a C * -algebra need not admit nonzero bounded derivations. For instance, no commutative C * -algebra possesses bounded derivations. Given a strongly continuous one-parameter group G(R) of automorphisms of a C * -algebra A, a representation of A need not imply a unitary representation (7) of this group, unless the following sufficient condition holds.
Theorem 4. Let f be a state of a C * -algebra A such that
for all a ∈ A and some positive number λ, and let (π f , θ f ) be the corresponding GNS representation of A in a Hilbert space E f . Then there exist a self-adjoint operator H on a domain D ⊂ π f (A)θ f in E f and a strongly continuous unitary representation (7) of
For instance, any strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms of a C * -algebra B(E) possesses a unitary representation in E.
Theorem 5. Let G be a strongly continuous group of automorphisms of a C * -algebra A, and a state f of A be stationary for G. Then there exists a unique unitary representation of G in E f whose operators obey the equality (6).
Axiomatic QFT
In axiomatic QFT, the spontaneous symmetry breaking phenomenon is described by the Goldstone theorem [8] .
There are two main algebraic formulation of QFT. In the framework of the first one, called local QFT, one associates to a certain class of subsets of a Minkowski space a net of von Neumann, C * -or Op * -algebras which obey certain axioms [4, 24, 25] . Its inductive limit is called either a global algebra (in the case of von Neumann algebras) or a quasilocal algebra (for a net of C * -algebras). In a different formulation of algebraic QFT, quantum field algebras are tensor algebras. Let Q be a nuclear space. Let us consider the direct limit
of the vector spaces
where ⊗ is the topological tensor product with respect to Grothendieck's topology. One can show that, provided with the inductive limit topology, the tensor algebra A Q (8) is a unital nuclear barreled b-algebra [6, 26] . Therefore, one can apply to it the GNS representation theorem. Namely, if f is a positive continuous form on A, there exists a unique cyclic representation π f of A in a Hilbert space by operators on a common invariant domain D [26] . This domain can be topologized to conform a rigged Hilbert space such that all the operators representing A are continuous on D. Herewith, a linear form f on A Q is continuous iff the restriction of f to each ⊗ ≤n Q is so [54] . In algebraic QFT, one usually choose Q the Schwartz space of functions of rapid decrease. For the sake of simplicity, we here restrict our consideration to real scalar fields. One associates to them the Borchers algebra
where RS 4k is the nuclear space of smooth real functions of rapid decrease on R 4k [9, 25] . It is the real subspace of the space S(R 4k ) of smooth complex functions of rapid decrease on R 4k . Its topological dual is the space S ′ (R 4k ) of tempered distributions (generalized functions). Since the subset
, we henceforth identify A with the tensor algebra A RS 4 (8) . Then any continuous positive form on the Borchers algebra A (9) is represented by a collection of tempered distributions
For instance, the states of scalar quantum fields in the Minkowski space R 4 are described by the Wightman functions W n ⊂ S ′ (R 4k ) in the Minkowski space which obey the GardingWightman axioms of axiomatic QFT [8, 57, 58] . Let us mention the Poincaré covariance axiom, the condition of the existence and uniqueness of a vacuum θ 0 , and the spectrum condition. They imply that: (i) the carrier Hilbert space E W of Wightman quantum fields admits a unitary representation of the Poinaré group, (ii) the space E W contains a unique (up to scalar multiplications) vector ψ 0 , called the vacuum vector, invariant under Poincaré transformations, (iii) the spectrum of the energy-momentum operator lies in the closed positive light cone. Let G be a connected Lie group of internal symmetries (automorphisms of the Borchers algebra A over Id R 4 ) whose infinitesimal generators are given by conserved currents j k µ . One can show the following [8] . Theorem 6. A group G of internal symmetries possesses a unitary representation in E W iff the Wightman functions are G-invariant.
Theorem 7.
A group G of internal symmetries admits a unitary representation if a strong spectrum condition holds, i.e., there exists a mass gap.
As a consequence, we come to the above mentioned Goldstone theorem.
Theorem 8.
If there is a group G of internal symmetries which are spontaneously broken, there exist elements φ ∈ E W of zero spin and mass such that φ|j k µ ψ 0 = 0 for some generators of G.
These elements of unit norm are called Goldstone states. It is easily observed that, if a group G of spontaneously broken symmetries contains a subgroup of exact symmetries H, the Goldstone states carrier out a homogeneous representation of G isomorphic to the quotient G/H. This fact attracted great attention to such kind representations.
Nonlinear realizations of Lie algebras and superalgebras
In a general setting, given a Lie group G and its Lie subgroup H, one can construct an induced representation of a group G on a space of functions f on G taking values in a carrier space V of some representation of H such that f (gh) = h −1 f (g) for all h ∈ H, g ∈ G [15, 36] . If G → G/H is a trivial fiber bundle, there exists its global section whose values are representatives of elements of G/H. Given such a section s, the product G/H ×V can be provided with the particular induced representation
of G. If H is a Cartan subgroup of G, the well known nonlinear realization of G in a neighborhood of its unit [16, 30] exemplifies the induced representation (10). In fact, it is a representation of the Lie algebra of G around its origin as follows. The Lie algebra g of a Lie group G containing a Cartan subgroup H is split into the sum g = f + h of the Lie algebra h of H and its supplement f obeying the commutation relations
In this case, there exists an open neighbourhood U of the unit of G such that any element g ∈ U is uniquely brought into the form
Let U G be an open neighbourhood of the unit of G such that U 2 G ⊂ U, and let U 0 be an open neighbourhood of the H-invariant center σ 0 of the quotient G/H which consists of elements
Then there is a local section s(gσ 0 ) = exp(F ) of G → G/H over U 0 . With this local section, one can define the induced representation (10) of elements g ∈ U G ⊂ G on U 0 × V given by the expressions
The corresponding representation of the Lie algebra g of G takes the following form. Let {F α }, {I a } be the bases for f and h, respectively. Their elements obey the commutation relations
Then the relation (11) leads to the formulas
where coefficients l n , n = 1, . . ., are obtained from the recursion relation
Let U F be an open subset of the origin of the vector space f such that the series (13) - (15) converge for all F ∈ U F , F α ∈ f and I a ∈ h. Then the above mentioned nonlinear realization of the Lie algebra g in U F × V reads
where F ′ and I ′ are given by the expressions (13) - (15) . In physical models, the coefficients σ α of F = σ α F α are treated as Goldstone fields. Nonlinear realizations of many groups especially in application to gravitation theory have been studied [27, 33, 35, 53] . Furthermore, SUSY gauge theory including supergravity is mainly developed as a Yang-Mills type theory with spontaneous breaking of supersymmetries [7, 41, 43, 56] . For instance, let us mention various superextensions of the pseudo-orthogonal and Poincaré Lie algebras [2, 17] . The nonlinear realization of a number of Lie superalgebras have been obtained [14, 29] in accordance with the following scheme.
Let G be a Lie supergroup in the category of G-supermanifolds [5] , and let H be its Lie supersubgroup such that the even part h 0 of its Lie superalgebra is a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra g 0 . With F, F ′ , F ′′ ∈ f 0 and I ′ , I ′′ ∈ h 0 , we can repeat the relations (11), (13) -(15) as follows:
where coefficients l n , n = 1, . . ., are obtained from the formula (16) . Let a superspace V carries out a linear representation of the Lie superalgebra h. Let U F be an open subset of the supervector space f 0 such that the series (18) - (20) converge for all F ∈ U F , F ′′ ∈ f 0 and I ′′ ∈ h 0 . Then we obtain the following nonlinear realization of the even Lie algebra g 0 in U F × V :
where F ′ and I ′ are given by the expressions (18) - (20).
Classical gauge theory
If G is a real Lie group and H is its closed (and, consequently, Lie) subgroup, classical fields taking values in the quotient space G/H characterize spontaneous breaking phenomena in classical gauge theory. They are called Higgs fields.
In gauge theory on a principal bundle P → X with a structure Lie roup G, gauge potentials are identified to principal connections on P → X. Being equivariant under the canonical action of G on P , these connections are represented by sections of the quotient C = J 1 P/G, of the first order jet manifold J 1 P of the principal bundle P → X. It is an affine bundle coordinated by (x λ , a r λ ) such that, given a section A of C → X, its components A r λ = a r λ • A are coefficients of the familiar local connection form [34] , i.e., gauge potentials. In gauge theory on a principal bundle P → X, matter fields are represented by sections of an associated bundle
where V is a vector space which the structure group G acts on, and the quotient (21) is defined by identification of the elements (p, v) and (pg, g −1 v) for all g ∈ G. Any principal connection A on P yields an associated linear connection on the associated bundle (21) .
Given bundle coordinates (x µ , y i ) on Y , this connection takes the form
where I r are generators of a representation of a group G in V . Spontaneous symmetry breaking in classical gauge theory occurs if matter fields carrier out a representation only of some subgroup H of a group G. To describe these fields, one should assume that the structure group G of a principal bundle P → X is reduced to its closed Lie subgroup H, i.e., P contains an H-principal subbundle called a G-structure [22, 32, 42, 46, 50] . We have the composite bundle
where
is a principal bundle with the structure group H and
is a P -associated fiber bundle with the typical fiber G/H which the structure group G acts on on the left.
Theorem 9.
There is one-to-one correspondence between the reduced H-principal subbundles P h of P and the global sections h of the quotient bundle P/H → X [50, 52] .
These sections are the above mentioned classical Higgs fields. Given such a section h, the corresponding reduced subbundle is the pull-back
of the H-principal bundle (22) onto h(X) ⊂ Σ. In general, there is a topological obstruction to the reduction of a structure group of a principal bundle to its subgroup. One usually refers to the following fact.
Theorem 10.
Any fiber bundle whose typical fiber is diffeomorphic to an Euclidean space has a global section [52] . In particular, any structure group G of a principal bundle is always reducible to its maximal compact subgroup H since the quotient space G/H is homeomorphic to an Euclidean space.
For instance, this is the case of the groups G = GL(n, C), H = U(n) and G = GL(n, R), H = O(n). In the last case, the associated Higgs field is a Riemannian metric on X.
It should be emphasized that different H-principal subbundles P h and P h ′ of a Gprincipal bundle P need not be isomorphic to each other in general. They are isomorphic over X iff there is a vertical automorphism of a principal bundle P → X which sends P h onto P h ′ [38, 50] . If the quotient G/H is diffeomorphic to an Euclidean space (e.g., H is a maximal compact subroup of G), all H-principal subbundles of a G-principal bundle P are isomorphic to each other [52] .
If a structure group G of a principal bundle P → X is reducible to its subgroup H, one can describe matter fields with an exact symmetry group H as follows. Let Y → Σ be a vector bundle associated to the H-principal bundle P Σ (22) . It is a composite fiber bundle
Let h be a global section of the fiber bundle Σ → X, i.e., a Higgs field. Then the restriction
of the fiber bundle Y → Σ to h(X) ⊂ Σ is a subbundle of the fiber bundle Y → X which is associated to the reduced H-principal bundle P h (23) . One can think of sections s h of the fiber bundle Y h → X (24) as being matter fields in the presence of a Higgs field h. Given a different Higgs field h ′ , matter fields in its presence are described by sections of a different fiber bundle Y h ′ , which is isomorphic to Y h iff the H-principal bundles P h and P h ′ are isomorphic. The totality of all the pairs (s h , h) of matter and Higgs fields is represented by sections of the fiber bundle Y → X as follows [38] .
Theorem 11. Since Y h → X is a subbundle of Y → X, any section s h of Y h → X is a section of Y → X projected onto a section h = π Y Σ • s h of the fiber bundle Σ → X. Conversely, a section s of Y → X is a composition s = s Σ • h of a section h = π Y Σ • s of Σ → X and some section s Σ of the fiber bundle Y → Σ whose restriction to the submanifold h(X) ⊂ Σ is a section s h of Y h .
Turn now to the properties of gauge fields compatible with spontaneous symmetry breaking. Given a Higgs field h, the fiber bundle Y h → X of matter fields is provided with a connection associated to a principal connection on the H-principal bundle P h .
Theorem 12.
Any principal connection A h on a reduced subbundle P h of P gives rise to a principal connection on P , and yields an associated connection on P/H → X such that the covariant differential D A h h of h vanishes. Conversely, a principal connection A on P is projected onto P h iff D A h = 0 [34] .
Theorem 13. If the Lie algebra g of G is the direct sum g = h ⊕ m of the Lie algebra h of H and a subspace m ⊂ g such that ad(g)(m) ⊂ m, g ∈ H, then the pull-back of the H-valued component of any principal connection on P onto a reduced subbundle P h is a principal connection on P h . This is the case of so-called reductive G-structure [21, 38] .
Gravitation theory exemplifies classical gauge theory with spontaneously broken symmetries where Dirac spinor fields are matter fields possessing exact Lorentz symmetries and a pseudo-Riemannian metric plays the role of a Higgs field [28, 47, 48, 49] .
